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ABSTRACT
Objective: This study aimed to examine the nature and causes of unintended events (UEs) at
internal medicine departments (IMD).
Methods: An observational study was conducted at 10 IMDs in 8 Dutch hospitals. The study
period per participating department was 5 to 14 weeks. During this period, staff were asked to
report all UEs concerning patient safety. To identify underlying root causes, experienced
researchers analyzed the reports using a standardized root cause analysis method called
PRISMA medical.
Results: Hospital staff reported 625 UEs. Medication-related UEs were the most reported
events (42%). Of all reported UEs, 12% involved the collaboration between the IMD and other
departments within the hospital.
On the basis of the 625 UEs, 920 root causes were identified. The mean (SD) number of root
causes per incident was 1.47 (0.68). Human root causes were related to 83.2% of the UEs,
organizational root causes were related to 15.7%, technical root causes were related to 7%, and
other root causes were related to 8.6% of the UEs.
More than half of the reported UEs reached the patient (62%), with suboptimal care as the
most frequently occurring consequence (44.7%). Physical injury occurred in 10.3% of the UEs.
Conclusions: Hospital staff reporting UEs seems to be a good method for gaining insight into
the types of UEs that occur at hospital departments. Although many UEs had human causes,
identifying technical and organizational causes is important for the development of successful
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improvement strategies considering their contribution to human error. Important targets for
these strategies are the medication process and collaboration within the hospital.

In recent years, patient safety has received considerable attention in international research, and with good
reason. Much of the previous research has used reviews of medical records to establish the number of
adverse events (AEs) in hospitals. They showed that adverse events occurred in between 2.9% and 16.6%
of all hospital admissions.1–6 Unintended events (UEs) in hospitals concerning patient safety are proven to
occur frequently, and many are considered preventable.7–10 In contrast to adverse events, UEs are a
broader group of events—including near-misses—that might, but do not necessarily, result in physical harm
for patients. They may vary from computers that are out of order, to events leading to serious injury or
death of a patient.
The internal medicine department (IMD) is characterized by older patients who experience multiple and
complex diseases. Research shows that elderly patients experience more adverse events than younger
patients do.1,8,11,12 Moreover, nearly all patients treated at the IMD are medication-reliant. Medicationrelated adverse events are one of the most common types of adverse and UEs identified in previous
studies.10–12 As a result, several studies have focused solely on medication adverse events to identify their
incidence and preventability and their relation to medication error.13,14 In a prospective study on adverse
drug events, Leape et al 15 investigated the relevance of a system approach in identifying underlying
contributors to adverse drug events. They concluded that the analysis and correction of underlying system
faults is more likely to result in enduring changes and significant error reduction.
Earlier studies 16–18 focused on different methods to identify adverse or UEs and did not provide insight
into the causes of the identified events. Prospective studies that did identify causes of UEs included all
hospital departments, restricted their research to adverse drug events or continuous quality improvement in
the ambulatory setting, or focused on the intensive care unit (ICU).13–15,19–22 These studies showed that
patient safety events often have multiple causal factors related to human and organizational factors.21,22
Cullen et al 23 concluded that there was no difference in the likelihood that preventable drug events occur
in ICUs versus non-ICUs, which underlines the importance of identifying causes of UEs in the IMD to
improve patient safety in this department. In this study, we used a system approach to identify underlying
factors that contribute to the origination of UEs. We investigated UEs rather than AEs to obtain a broad
spectrum of events occurring at the IMD that may be a threat to patients. The general assumption is that
causes of UEs are similar to causes of AEs and represent systematic flaws in the organization. When
several UEs occur concurrently, this could lead to a major event for the patient because the system might
not be able to intercept these faults. Therefore, the goal is to improve the system before major events occur
and not to trust the resilience of the system. Because UEs do not always have as severe consequences as
AEs do, the assumption is that the barrier to reporting them is lower. Besides, the higher frequencies of UEs
possibly give a better insight into relevant causes and contributing factors and therefore provide useful and
relevant information.
The goal of our study was to examine the nature and causes of UEs to gain insight into the chain of events
leading up to a UE and the consequences. To do so, incident reporting data are collected and analyzed using
a root cause analysis method.
Our research aims were as follows:
1. to gain insight into the nature of UEs occurring in the IMD,
2. to identify the causes underlying these UEs and the possible variation between departments and
between UE types, and
3. to identify the consequences of the reported UEs and their distribution across UE types.

METHODS
Study Design and Setting
From January 2007 until February 2008, an observational study was conducted to examine the causes of
UEs at 10 IMDs of 8 hospitals in the Netherlands. These were 2 university hospitals, 3 tertiary teaching
hospitals, and 3 general hospitals. Unintended events were defined as all events, no matter how trivial or
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commonplace they seemed, that were unintended and could have harmed or did actually harm the patient.24
Internal medicine departments of 16 hospitals were selected for participation, of which 8 declined to
participate. The participating IMDs are a good reflection of IMDs in the Netherlands, based on type of
hospital, their dispersion across the Netherlands (city/rural area), and their size. The enrollment of the
departments was phased. The study period per IMD was 5 to 14 weeks, depending on the reporting speed.
All health care providers working at the department (nurses, physicians) and clerks were asked to report
all UEs that occurred, both when they were involved in an event and when they witnessed an event. Before
the study, an introductory presentation (oral and written) was given to inform the staff about the aim and
procedure of the study.
Data Collection
Data were collected through the use of pocket-sized UE report cards and UE report forms. On the report
card, the UE reporter wrote his/her name, the date and time of the occurrence, and the discovery of the UE.
Subsequently, the UE was described. The report forms were more detailed and included additional
questions about the place of discovery, the health care providers involved, and patients’ characteristics. In
some hospitals, UEs were reported by using the hospitals’ electronic incident reporting system. Agreements
were made with the hospitals’ existing incident committees, so UEs did not need to be reported twice.
Completed cards and forms were gathered in a locked patient safety mailbox available at the ward, from
where a member of the research team collected them.
Subsequently, the researcher that collected the report cards interviewed the reporter about the reported
incident. To ensure a good comparability between the interviews, the researchers held regular meetings in
which the interview method was discussed. The interviews provided crucial information concerning the
causes and outcomes of the UE. In this interview, questions were asked about the context of the UE, the
work instructions, and any technical aspects that might have been of influence. The information obtained
was limited to the information the reporter could provide; no other individuals or departments were
approached to supply information. The researchers strived to get between 50 and 100 UE reports per IMD.

ANALYSIS
Classifying UEs
The UEs were classified into 1 of 8 types based on literature and empirical data after completing the study:
(1) materials and equipment, (2) diagnosis and treatment, (3) medication, (4) protocols and regulations, (5)
incorrect data and substitutions, (6) collaboration with resident physicians and consultants, (7) collaboration
with other departments, and (8) other.
Identifying causes of UEs
To identify the causes of the UEs, data were analyzed using PRISMA medical (Prevention and Recovery
Information System for Monitoring and Analysis) by 2 researchers (S.L. and L.Z.).25,26 Both were trained
in using the PRISMA method. The corresponding taxonomy for classifying the root causes of UEs, the
Eindhoven Classification Model (ECM), has been accepted by the World Alliance for Patient Safety of the
World Health Organization (Table 1).27,28 The PRISMA method is based on Reason’s system approach to
human error, with specific attention for latent and active conditions.29,30 PRISMA identifies 5 main
categories: human, organizational, technical, patient-related, and other factors. These 5 main categories are
subdivided into 20 subcategories in the ECM. Organizational and technical factors are considered latent
conditions, whereas the human factors are considered to be active errors. The human section of the ECM is
based on the Skills-Rules-Knowledge approach by Rasmussen.31 This is a basic model of human error
based on 3 levels of behavior: skill-based, rule-based, and knowledge-based. Skill-based behavior is based
on automaticity; little or no conscious attention is needed to execute the task. Rule-based behavior involves
an action based on the application of existing rules in familiar situations. Knowledge-based behavior
involves the application of existing knowledge in managing nonfamiliar situations.31
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[TABLE 1 ]
To obtain a valid PRISMA profile of a department, the developers of the PRISMA method advised a
minimum of 50 reported UEs. The interrater reliability of formulating root causes in causal trees and
classifying the root causes with the ECM was examined in a previous article. The agreement for
formulating root causes was good (2.0 on a scale from 0 to 3). The interrater reliability for the number of
root causes used in the causal tree was moderate ([kappa] = 0.46) and substantial for classifying root causes
at all levels of the ECM (0.63 < [kappa] < 0.71).32
Consequences of UEs
The consequences of the UEs were identified for UEs that “reached the patient” (patient events). Non
patient events include safety and environment issues or near-misses. The consequences of UEs that reached
the patient were derived from the interviews with the UE reporter. The consequences the UE reporter
identified were categorized into 8 categories: (1) extra interventions, (2) physical injury, (3) prolonged stay
(>24 hours), (4) mental harm, (5) pain, (6) discomfort, (7) suboptimal care, and (8) other. Because UEs
could have multiple consequences, all consequences identified by the UE reporter were categorized.
Statistical Analysis
The data from the reported UEs were summarized by using frequency tables and descriptive statistics in
SPSS 14.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). All data were analyzed using all reported unintended events (N = 625),
except for the outcomes of UEs over UE types. These outcomes (n = 422) were analyzed using only UEs
with consequences for the patient (n = 389).
RESULTS
Nature of UEs
Overall, 625 UEs were reported by medical staff. The number of UEs per department ranged from 44 to
99, with a mean (SD) of 63 (15.672). Not all departments reached the minimum of 50 UEs owing to the
dependence on hospital staff to report UEs. Most UEs (74%) were discovered by a health care professional
(nurses and physicians). In 6% of the UEs, the patient or family discovered the incident and reported it to
hospital staff, who then completed a UE report card. Furthermore, UEs were discovered during a routine
check according to protocol in 15% of the cases. The other 5% of the UEs were discovered in various other
ways.
Nurses reported more UEs than physicians did, whereas in 42% of the cases, the reporter of the UE was
directly involved or a witness to the incident. Table 2 shows the characteristics of the reported UEs.
[TABLE 2 ]
Medication-related UEs were the most frequently (41.9%, n = 262) reported UE type, followed by
“collaboration with other departments” (12.2%, n = 76) and “diagnosis and treatment” (11.2%, n = 70). Of
all UEs, 62.2% reached the patient. Table 3 shows examples of reported UEs per UE type.
[TABLE 3 ]
Root Causes of UEs
On the basis of the 625 incidents, 920 root causes were identified and analyzed using the ECM. The mean
(SD) number of root causes per incident was 1.47 (0.68).
In an average of 83.2% of all reported UEs (range, 68.6%–92.8%), 1 or more human factors were
identified. An average of 15.7% was related to 1 or more organizational factors (range, 2.9%–29.1%), and 1
or more technical factors contributed to an average of 7% of the UEs (range, 0%–15.9%).
Distribution of Root Causes Over Subcategories and Departments
[FIGURE 1 ]
The most common root cause subcategory is HRI (human intervention), appearing in 52.6% of the cases.
The 2 next most common subcategories by frequency also involved human factors: HRV (human
verification, 21.3%) and H-Ex (human external, 19.2%).
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The organizational factor that contributed most frequently to the reported UEs in the study period is
culture (OC, 3.7%). The most frequently occurring technical factor is design (TD, 4.6%).
As Figure 1 shows, the largest differences between the departments also occur in the categories OC, TD,
and the 3 human root cause categories HRV, HRI, and H-Ex.
Variation of Root Causes Between UE Types
To gain insight into the relation between causes of UEs and types of incidents, we examined the
percentage of technical, human, and organizational classified root causes per type of UE (Table 4).
[TABLE 4 ]
Human root causes were the most frequent contributing root causes to each of the 8 UE types. Unintended
events related to “materials and equipment” are caused by technical, organizational and human contributing
factors. The UE types where organizational factors also played an important role are “collaboration with
other departments,” “diagnosis and treatment,” and “protocols and regulations.”
Outcomes of the Reported UEs
Table 5 shows the consequences for patients of UEs. Only UEs that reached the patient were used in this
analysis (n = 389). The most frequent consequence for patients was suboptimal care, that is, care that did
not go according to plan or protocol, for example, not receiving prescribed medication, resulting in no
physical harm to the patient. This type of consequence occurred in 174 UEs (44.7%). Of all UEs in this
analysis, 10.3% resulted in physical injury for the patient.
[TABLE 5 ]
Figure 2 shows outcomes of UEs related to UE type. The outcomes of UEs vary widely across the
different UE types. Unintended events concerning the collaboration with other departments result most
often in discomfort for the patient (31.8%) and rarely in physical injury (2.5%), whereas medication-related
UEs often result in suboptimal care (64.4%) and unknown consequences (48.3%).
[FIGURE 2 ]
Diagnosis and treatment UEs often have prolonged stay (42.9%) and physical injury (22.5%) as outcomes,
whereas UEs regarding materials and equipment in this study never result in prolonged stay (0%) or mental
harm (0%), but often in extra interventions (17.4%). Unintended events concerning incorrect data and
substitutions have only 3 different types of outcomes: extra interventions (1.4%), suboptimal care (1.1%),
and unknown consequences (6.9%). Unintended events regarding protocols and regulations never result in
pain in this study (0%) but often in extra interventions (13%). Unintended events concerning the
collaboration with residents/specialists often result in mental harm (11.1%), but never in physical injury
(0%).

DISCUSSION
Main Findings
The objective of this study was to gain insights into the nature and causes of UEs at 10 IMDs, as well as
their outcomes. To obtain this information, a large number of UEs were reported by hospital staff. Results
showed that most of the reported UEs were classified as medication related, including the prescription,
preparation, and administration of medication to the patient by a hospital caregiver. Besides medicationrelated UEs, a large number of UEs involved the collaboration with other hospital departments, such as the
pharmacy.
Human root causes were the main category of error in the origination of UEs. Most of the reported
incidents did not have severe consequences, with the most frequent outcome being suboptimal care, for
example, receiving the wrong type of prescribed medication without any physical harm being done to the
patient. Nevertheless, physical harm for the patient resulted from 1 in 10 UEs.
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Interpretation
The high frequency of medication-related UEs is not surprising because many patients on the IMD are
medication reliant, and the medication process is complex, consisting of various steps. In addition, changes
in medication policy are common during the period of admission, increasing the likelihood of errors.
The results show that the collaboration between departments is also an important category of UEs. To
adequately care for its patients, the IMD is dependent on the pharmacy, radiology, laboratory, and
consulting services. Because the operating procedures between these departments often differ, and the
departments are not always familiar with each other’s procedures, communication errors and
inconsistencies may occur, leading to UEs.
The finding that the causes of UEs were mainly human could partially be explained by the fact that a
human action is usually necessary for an error to occur. It is almost impossible for an UE to be completely
related to only latent conditions such as technical and organizational factors. Unintended events therefore
often relate to human causes or a combination of human causes and latent factors.
Although many UEs did not have severe consequences, the high percentage of suboptimal care as a
consequence indicates that the quality of care can be improved and that the number of risk moments could
be reduced. Consequences of UEs are most often related to medication incidents and the diagnosis and
treatment of a patient. Although most of the reported incidents are medication-related UEs, this finding
could also be explained by the impact these types of events have on a wider range of factors affecting the
patient, in contrast to other types of UEs. For instance, a misdiagnosis of a patient might lead to incorrect
treatment and therefore to several different consequences for the patient resulting from that treatment.
Comparison With Previous Studies
The present study shows some similarities with previous event reporting studies. As in this study, Nuckols
et al 10 and Olsen et al 33 also found that nurses made most of the event reports. The high number of
medication-related UEs is also consistent with findings in other studies.2,10,11,19,20,34 The number in our
study was even higher than previously found. A systematic review of adverse event literature by de Vries et
al 34 showed that drug-related adverse events are the second leading category of adverse events (ranging
from 11% to 24%). Only surgery-related adverse events occur more often. Milch et al 19 also found that the
laboratory was the most common reported event within their main category of “nonmedication clinical
events,” which relates to our finding that the collaboration with other departments is the second most
reported UE type.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to compare the results of the various studies, owing to their differences in
method. For instance, Plews-Ogan et al 20 used a systems analysis as part of a model for continuous quality
improvement in the ambulatory setting. However, they do not describe the root causes in detail, focusing
rather on intervention methods to improve quality based on an incident type.
Nevertheless, the present study provides a valuable insight into the causes and outcomes of UEs and
relevant starting points for improvements.
Implications for Practice
The results of this study indicate that patient care can be improved and that there are differences in quality
between departments. It is recommended that improvement strategies focus on redesigning the environment
in which human errors occur. Technical and organizational factors should certainly be addressed when
attempting to reduce human errors, given the influence of these factors on the occurrence of human errors.
A number of human causes of UEs could possibly have been prevented had more systematic organizational
or technical solutions, such as a structured communication checklist between departments and hospital
staff, existed. This complies with Reason’s 29,30 system approach. Important areas of hospital care where
improvement is desired include the medication process and the collaboration between departments.
Improvements in these areas might include introducing more barriers, that is, reminders, in the care process,
enhancing the familiarity of hospital personnel with current hospital protocols, critically evaluating the
organization’s care processes and remove illogical or unnecessary steps, or implementing structured
handover processes.
The precise implementation of improvements depends on context-specific aspects (e.g., problem
perception, expected advantages of the improvement, and cost-effectiveness). Therefore, the improvements
should apply to problems and causes that the department or hospital wishes to address.
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Limitations
There are several limitations to our study. Perhaps the UEs identified do not fully represent all UEs that
occurred at the participating departments during the study period. Some of the hospital staff stated that they
were unwilling to report the same type of event a second time. In addition, some differences in the
willingness to report events across the participating hospitals may exist. It is, however, impossible to
estimate to what extent UEs are missing, and whether the missing UEs are of a specific type. However,
after completing the study, we verified the reported events with the participating departments during a
presentation of the results, and it was confirmed that the UEs reported were a good representation of the
UEs occurring at their department. Nevertheless, the generalizability of the results may be influenced by
factors that affect reporting behavior of hospital staff; for instance, their workload, the culture within the
hospital, but also the prevailing legal climate. These factors may differ between hospitals, departments, and
countries. However, the results from the present study provide no reasons to assume that the nature and root
causes of UEs at other IMDs would differ from the UEs reported at the departments in this study.
Another limitation to our study is that the researchers had to rely on the information provided by the UE
reporter. It is possible that UE reporters did not provide all the information they had to the researcher
because they did not realize its importance or they did not perceive the contribution of some factors to the
incident they reported. We have tried to minimize this possibility by using well-trained interviewers.
Another factor that could have influenced our results is that most incidents were reported by nurses and
thus relate to care provided by nurses.
Lastly, because there were no specific a priori hypotheses regarding the outcomes before the start of the
study, the analysis could be considered as hypothesis generating.
CONCLUSIONS
The reporting by hospital staff of UEs seems to be a good method for gaining insight into the UEs
occurring at hospital departments. Most of the contributing factors were identified as human causes,
although organizational and technical factors also had an important influence. Important areas for
improvement are as follows: the prescription, preparation, and administration of medication to patients and
the collaboration between departments as well as between nurses and physicians within the hospital.
Starting points for improvement strategies could be to include more barriers, that is, reminders, in the care
process or to critically evaluate the organization’s care processes and remove illogical and unnecessary
steps, thereby reducing the risk of human errors arising.
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FIGURE 1. Box plot showing the frequencies of 20 root cause categories (the abbreviations match the
description in Table 1) in 10 IMDs. Red diamonds indicate frequency means; horizontal lines within boxes
are frequency medians; 50% of all observations are within the boxes; 95% are between the T-squares; small
quadrangles are outliers (91.5 interquartile range). A large box means that there is a large variation between
departments on the frequency of these root causes. Abbreviations are explained in Table 1.
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of outcomes of UEs across UE types (n = 422).
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